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This report highlights projects AKTF undertook in the Mara ecosystem. It summarizes the
accomplishments of 2012. These projects included: anti-poaching and desnaring, wildlife rescues,
predator-proof bomas, support to schools, sustainable energy - biogas and solar, and income
generating activities to financially empower women in the villages.
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1.0 Introduction
The Anne K. Taylor Fund was established 13 years ago to help the communities conserve
wildlife in Kenya with a primary focus on the Mara ecosystem. The Maasai Mara National
Reserve is Kenya’s most visited protected area. The ecosystem has a profusion of all types of
wildlife. A spectacle worth seeing is the annual migration of millions of wildebeest which earned
the ecosystem the recognition as the 7th Wonder of the World. It is, therefore, imperative that this
globally important ecosystem, and its wildlife, be conserved.

This Reserve and surrounding Conservancies are not fenced thereby allowing free movement of
wildlife from the protected areas to the unprotected surrounding communities. This free
movement serves some ecological purposes that include: search for pastures, medicinal plants,
mineral nutrients, maternity grounds among others. However, this interface also allows human
beings, who may not have good intentions, to gain easy access to the wildlife. Cases of poaching
for the pot and commercial trade are on the rise. Additionally, local residents have been on the
receiving end of the destruction of their properties and livelihoods caused by wildlife.

AKTF has been working with the local communities and conservancies in the north and western
side of the Mara since 1999 to prevent human wildlife conflict.  Our work helps to protect the
people’s livelihoods and protects wildlife from criminal poachers, who are killing an
unsustainable amount of wildlife for the lucrative bushmeat, ivory and rhino horn trade. We do
so by implementing the following projects;

1. Predator-proof Bomas
With generous support from National Geographic Big Cats Initiative, Abercrombie and Kent
Philanthropy and many other generous supporters, AKTF works hard to save predators in the
Mara ecosystem by reducing human/predator conflict. In 2012, we continued working with three
conservancies namely; the Mara Conservancy, the Olare Orok Conservancy and the Mara North
Conservancy on human predator conflict mitigation by fortifying traditional Masai bomas to
make them predator-proof and providing training on how to reduce conflict between livestock
and big cats.

Over 300 bomas were fortified in the past two years, with over 70 of them being completed in
2012. This was done through a cost sharing policy where the community contributes 50% of the
cost of the chain link (this is aimed at enhancing ownership and sustainability) and AKTF
provided the other 50% of material cost plus logistics, transportation, installation, and
community outreach. Sadly, despite our best efforts, there were two retaliatory killings of lions
due to livestock depredation in homesteads without the predator-proof bomas.



Predator-proof Boma repair

Together with Born Free Foundation, AKTF conducted awareness-raising outreach with our
mobile film unit in the Trans Mara District by visiting villages and schools. Conservation films
like Living with Lions were shown so as to heighten the community’s tolerance to predators and
teach good herding practices.

Number of livestock killed by predators in 2012

In this outreach, we reached an estimated 2,150 people over 3 days and we hope that this effort
will decrease the incidents of human predator conflict – keeping the livestock and Big Cats safer.



AKTF’s Elias Kamande during an awareness raising outreach in a local school

2. Anti-Poaching Patrols
The AKTF/CFTW/Mara Conservancy Rangers have been working with the relevant authorities
to patrol the key poaching hotspots in order to deter and arrest poachers, remove snares and
rescue injured animals, with commendable results. This team of dedicated wildlife warriors work
hard to protect wildlife in the Mara. A total of 569 snares were recovered. We thank them for
their commitment to saving wildlife for the future generations.

Bushmeat poaching continues throughout the area, mostly driven by poachers from neighboring
communities. 18 arrests were made and sent to court in Kilgoris. A worrying trend this year was
that our team received reports that local people may now be getting involved in illegal activities
involving elephant and rhino poaching. Indeed the team working with authorities apprehended
six poachers from the local community with two AK47 and one G3 rifle on their way, by their
admission, to kill elephants. They are still out on bail. Our team, therefore, intensified our
patrols, in conjunction with the Mara Conservancy, in elephant dispersal areas where these
gentle giants are most vulnerable to poachers. Over 200 other hunting tools mostly bows and
arrows, spears and sticks were also recovered.

AKTF Team removing a snare



3. Study Tour of the Coast
In April, AKTF took the team on a 5-day educational conservation field trip to Kenya’s Coast.
Our team consisted of team leader, Elias Kamande, Ole Kimoro, Ole Kilonga, Ole Saitoti, Ole
Sirere, Felix, Timon and James Kones. We included Mara Conservancy staff – Warden
Naigurran, Warden Konchella and Sgt. Tankile. Asgar Pathan, from Care for the Wild also
joined the group. Most of the people in this group were very excited to see the ocean for the first
time in their lives.

The aim of the trip was to be a team building experience and to help further educate and inspire
the team in their conservation efforts by exposing them to other conservation initiatives and
places of historical interest. It was a huge success and each member of the team learned a lot and
was, indeed, inspired. They learned how to make sustainable charcoal briquettes from twigs and
exchanged notes with their Arabuko Sokoke counterparts on anti-poaching and deforestation
efforts.

We also visited the Local Ocean Trust at Watamu (www.watamuturtles.com), which is an
effective grassroots organization dedicated to protecting and saving turtles. We were hosted this
time by Nicky Parazzi, and her team and the team got a chance to release back to the sea two
turtles that had been rescued by LOT.

4. Sustainable Energy
The project aims to provide the community with an alternative source of energy to reduce
deforestation, carbon emissions and reduce time spent by women who often walk dozens of
miles daily in search of firewood. With generous designated support from The Brown
Foundation and in conjunction with Dominic Wanjihia, AKTF piloted five biogas units in
homesteads, which have enough cattle to generate sufficient dung to run the bio digesters. The
gas generated is used for cooking and lighting. The waste from the digesters makes an excellent
natural (and free!) fertilizer and can be used as manure for vegetable gardens. These digesters are
in great demand by the local community.

Elias and Felix inspecting a newly installed Biogas unit

www.watamuturtles.com


Solar energy harnessing lighting for homesteads was also implemented on a pilot basis in
collaboration with SolarAid. Solar units were installed on the project site and the demand is high
for more units.  Having access to these lights allows children to study once they get home in the
evening improving their learning capacity.

5. Community Empowerment
AKTF has been running projects that empower the community to generate sustainable
livelihoods. The Olorboisoto Masai ladies’ beading group, headed up by Joseph and Regina
Mpatiany, is one of the projects that engage the Masai women in making beaded bracelets, which
in turn are sold internationally. The profits are invested by the women in income- generating
activities, which empower them and improve their standard of living.

The ladies have been beading branded bracelets for FEED Projects (www.feedprojects.com)
based in New York City, whose purpose it is to feed the hungry children of the world. They have
given us very generous orders which the women have been completing.  A win-win situation.
The women now have purchased two grain-grinding machines which they lease out to bring in a
regular income; they continue to make clothing and uniforms with two sewing machines,
donated by Madeleine Goss, (who sells these beautiful beaded bracelets in Sweden) which also
brings in a regular income.  They have a small shop and are able to feed their families and send
their children to school with the proceeds of these bracelets. Their next wish is to build a local
nursery school for the local children.

 Regina showing bracelets prepared for FEED

The beading project is honored to be certified by Wildlife Friendly (www.wildlifefriendly.org),
a group which works hard to help communities and wildlife co-exist in harmony.

Magdalene Mumbi, as leader of another ladies’ beading group, skillfully accessorizes ladies
pashminas (shawls) and other garments using her beading designs.  Similarly, the women use
their profits to uplift the living standards of their families.

The internationally renowned scrap metal artist, Kioko Mwitiki, uses snares we have removed
from the “bush” to make artistic snare art sculptures, which we sell to benefit AKTF.

www.feedprojects.com
www.wildlifefriendly.org


6. School Nutrition Project
This project seeks to improve the health of pupils in the community by providing a lunch of Insta
porridge, which contains nutrients that are essential to the growth of children and also helps
improve the individual academic performance of the pupils. Local schools that need most
assistance are identified and included in the feeding program as funding allows. Parents are
urged to actively participate in the program so as to sustain the project.  We are grateful to Insta
Products and many individuals for the support they give us to continue this project. Without this
nutrition the children will go all day without food, which is a great hardship and they find
difficulty concentrating – particularly as they often have to walk 7-10 miles to and from school
each day.  I would like to expand this program to other schools in the area if consistent funding
can be found.

School feeding program

7. Schools’ Education Support
The education sector in the Mara ecosystem is poorly funded and schoolchildren lack basic
facilities.  With the help of our generous supporters, we assist in the construction of classrooms;
construct desks;  provide water tanks to supply a potable source of water for the children;
provide text books and sports equipment for the children and supplement teachers’ salaries as
several communities lack the money to fund them. When a good teacher is found, this helps to
ensure he or she stays at the school to benefit the children.

In 2012, an additional classroom was constructed in Oloomong’i primary with generous funding
from the Jackson and Zungailia families along with the Schwartz family. Textbooks were also
provided to many Mara Conservancy Rangers and our AKTF team, for their children, in order to
allow them to study at home. The results were excellent with several of these children gaining
very high marks during the National examinations, and obtaining highly sought after, and
limited, spots in secondary schools. This is the first step for a bright future. The anti-poaching
Rangers were also provided with textbooks and adult education classes to improve their literacy
levels.



8. Wildlife Rescues
Protecting the wildlife from deadly wire snares is our team’s number one obligation.  Hundreds
of snares were removed from the wildlife areas in 2012 and were destroyed by the team. Most of
these snares are set by commercial bush meat poachers and are indiscriminate in the animals they
catch, causing a long and painful death. In collaboration with the Kenya Wildlife Service Vet,
supported by David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust, Dr. Mijele, we have assisted in the rescue of many
wild animals, by removing snares, poisoned arrows and spears from those animals unfortunate
enough to have been harmed by humans.  These include elephants, giraffe, lions, buffalo, rhino
and many other animals. In total, 63 animals were found caught in snares.

Taking some risks – AKTF team and MC rangers saving a wildebeest from a snare

2.0 Conclusion
2012 saw the unprecedented rise in illegal poaching both nationally and internationally. The
Mara was no different and we saw an increase in cases of armed poaching and the recruitment of
the locals, by ivory traders and middlemen, to kill elephants. These new developments mean that
we will need to adopt new strategies in our anti-poaching efforts and be extremely vigilant to
avoid the wrath of these well-armed, commercial and ruthless poachers, who are often supported
by international cartels.

New classes at Oloomong’i Primary



3.0 Recommendations
• Collaboration between local stakeholders and wildlife authorities to combat poaching

• Intensification of awareness raising efforts to vulnerable groups like the youth who are
being lured into poaching with money by middlemen or joining revenge killings of big cats

• Intensifying efforts to highlight cases of poaching and revenge killing of big cats in the
national media to increase pressure on the central government to act on these rising cases of
illegal killings of wildlife.

• Pressure the Government to initiate higher penalties for poachers as currently there is little
deterrent to these heinous crimes as the penalties are so minimal, if at all.

• Encourage the Government to understand the value of the wildlife and to ensure that the
laws against killing wildlife are upheld with no exceptions.

The Anne K. Taylor Fund 501(c)3 never sends out a formal fund raising appeal but we would be
so grateful for your continuing support so that our critical work in the Masai Mara may continue.
Thank you in advance for whatever you can do.  We are also able to accept gifts of securities. I
regret we are unable to accept credit card donations.

Tax deductible donations may be made to:

Anne K. Taylor Fund
2724 Arvin Road

Billings, MT.  59102

Anne and Team – Photo by Michael Haber

Thanks again to each of you.

Anne Kent Taylor
Anne K. Taylor Fund
anne@aktaylor.com
www.aktaylor.com

mailto:anne@aktaylor.com
www.aktaylor.com


In 2012 the following donors contributed generously to the Anne K. Taylor Fund 501(c)3.  We
are so grateful for this generous support and we thank each and every one of you.  Without your
support nothing would be possible.

Abercrombie & Kent Philanthropy
Arzbaecher Family Foundation
Mrs. Muffie Bancroft Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Blake
Ms. Cornelia E. Brock
The Brown Foundation
Mr. Denver Bryan, Images On The Wildside
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Bunn III
Mr. George R. Bunn, Jr., Esq.
Mr. Stanley Calderon
Clarks Fork Foundation
Mrs. Thomas M. Crosby, Jr.
Crowley Children’s Fund
Mrs. Joan DePree
The Ed and Yvonne Parish Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. F. Everett
Ms. Sarah L. Flosi
Mr. Seth Freeman and Ms. Julie Waxman
Frogfoot Limited
Harold M. and Adeline S. Morrison Family Foundation
The Henry and Sally Schwartz Family Foundation
Mr. Andreotti Telesio Gabriele
Mrs. Gretchen Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. M. Roy Jackson
Kelpie Arts, LLC.
Mr. and Mrs. T. King
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Lafferty
Mr. Jonathan Lang
Langlas and Associates, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Lansing
Mr. Stuart Lansing
Mr. John Levy
Mr. Thomas Lowe
Mr. and Mrs. B. Mandel
Ms. Lynn McAtee
McBride Family & Aspen Business Center Foundation
Ms. Debra Metz
Mrs. Dorothy Metz
Mr. William Metz
Ms. Donna Meyer
Ms. Christina Morin
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The Nick and Karen Chickering Charitable Fund
Mr. Kayhan Ostovar and Ms. Laura Robinson
Packhard, Ltd.
Pegasus Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. M. Randak
Ravenscroft Family Trust
Ms. Cynthia Reed
Ritz Family Foundation
Ms. Natlie Sandler
U.S. HealthWorks
Mrs. Louisa Jackson Zungailia


